
Not Sparking Joy: A Zits Treasury
In the realm of comic strips, few have achieved the enduring popularity and
cultural significance of Zits. Created by Jerry Scott and Jim Borgman, Zits
has been entertaining readers for over three decades, capturing the
hilarious and often poignant experiences of adolescence.

At the heart of Zits lies the lovable and relatable character of Jeremy
Duncan, a teenage boy navigating the turbulent waters of high school.
Whether he's dealing with crushes, acne, or the complexities of social
interactions, Jeremy's misadventures resonate universally with readers of
all ages.

One of the most iconic aspects of Zits is its cast of supporting characters,
who bring their own unique quirks and challenges to the narrative. From
Jeremy's overbearing parents to his witty and sarcastic friends, these
characters add depth and humor to the strip.
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Despite the overwhelming popularity of Zits, there exists a peculiar subset
of readers who find themselves distinctly unimpressed by its humor. To
them, the jokes fall flat, the characters are unoriginal, and the overall
experience is devoid of any spark of joy.

This paradoxical response has led to the coinage of a term: "Not Sparking
Joy". Originating from the popular decluttering method of Marie Kondo, the
term has come to symbolize anything that does not bring happiness or
fulfillment into one's life.

A Probe into the Reasons

So, why is it that some people find Zits to be so uninspiring? Let us delve
into a few possible explanations:

1. Different Humorous Sensibilities:

Humor is highly subjective, and what one person finds hilarious may leave
another utterly indifferent. Zits's brand of humor relies heavily on situational
comedy and teenage awkwardness, which may not resonate with
everyone.

2. Overexposure:

Zits has been running for over 30 years, and its longevity may have led to a
certain degree of familiarity and predictability. Readers who have been
following the strip for an extended period may no longer find it as fresh or
surprising as in its early days.

3. Lack of Character Development:



While Zits has introduced new characters over the years, the core cast has
remained largely unchanged. This lack of significant character development
may lead some readers to feel that the strip has become stagnant and
repetitive.

4. Absence of Social Commentary:

In contrast to other comic strips like Calvin and Hobbes or Doonesbury, Zits
does not delve deeply into social or political issues. Some readers may find
this lack of intellectual stimulation to be a turnoff.

Embracing the Not Sparking Joy Experience

While it is important to respect the opinions of those who do not find Zits
amusing, it is equally important to acknowledge that there is no inherently
right or wrong in this matter. Humor is a personal preference, and if Zits
does not spark joy for you, there are countless other sources of
entertainment available.

1. Seeking Alternative Sources of Laughter:

If Zits fails to meet your comedic needs, the world of comics is vast and
offers a multitude of other options. Explore different artists, genres, and
themes to find humor that truly resonates with your tastes.

2. Appreciating the Nostalgia:

For those who have grown up with Zits, the strip may hold a special place
in their hearts, even if they no longer find it particularly funny. Embrace the
nostalgia and enjoy it as a reminder of a bygone era.



3. Respecting the Legacy:

Despite its detractors, Zits has undeniably made a significant contribution
to the world of comics. It has entertained generations of readers and
cemented its place as a cultural phenomenon. Even if you don't personally
find it amusing, recognize its historical importance.

Zits: Not Sparking Joy is a testament to the diversity of human tastes and
the subjective nature of humor. While it may not appeal to everyone, its
enduring popularity and legacy attest to its enduring charm.

Ultimately, the value of any comic strip lies in the joy and entertainment it
brings to its readers. Whether you find Zits to be a source of laughter or
indifferent, embrace your own unique sense of humor and seek out the
things that spark joy in your life.
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